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　This study investigated how facial evaluation is reflected in recognition memory of faces. 33 
participants took part in the first experiment. On a 6-point scale, half of the participants rated 
photographed faces for beauty, while the other group rated them regarding likability and had a 
recognition test 15 minutes after the facial rating. In the second experiment, a new group of 30 
participants did the same rating task and did the same recognition test, this time one week after 
the rating. The results showed that in the immediate test, there was no significant difference 
between the ratings of beauty and likability, whereas in the delayed test, the faces that had been 
evaluated with low beauty scores were well recognized as compared with other faces. These 
results support previous studies showing that facial evaluation in advance affects facial memory 
and suggest that beauty and likability are evaluations reflecting a different encoding process in 
facial memory.


















す い と い う 傾 向 の こ と を 示 差 性 効 果
（distinctiveness effect） と い う。 一 方 で，





























































































いった判例（Neil v. Biggers, 1972；Manson v. 














































































































































































評価 低 中 高 FA率
美しさ条件
ヒット率 0.82 (0.19) 0.82 (0.09) 0.71 (0.37)
0.14 (0.07)
d'値 2.47（1.19) 2.13 (0.57) 2.04 (1.74)
好ましさ条件
ヒット率 0.76 (0.19) 0.74 (0.14) 0.74 (0.29)
0.13 (0.09)




















































































評価 低 中 高 FA率
美しさ条件
ヒット率 0.74 (0.22) 0.55 (0.19) 0.50 (0.38)
0.09 (0.08)
d'値 2.40 (1.03) 1.58 (0.75) 1.45 (1.69)
好ましさ条件
ヒット率 0.61 (0.30) 0.62 (0.18) 0.66 (0.31)
0.2 (0.14)
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